
Workbook: Trading Trends In Any Market

An introduction
First off, welcome to this workbook, designed to help you understand the content within the course: 
Trading Trends In ANY Market. How you progress through this workbook depends on on you. You 
can save it till the end of this course, and test your retention, or you can follow along section by 
section. 

How To Use The Workbook
Each quiz will have it's matching quiz number and answer at the back of the pdf 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  
Risk Disclosure: There is a risk of loss in trading stocks, commodities, and forex markets. Before you trade, 
you should carefully consider your financial situation and risk tolerance. Past performance is not indicative 
of future results. Please trade responsibly.



Section 1
Your Charting Software:
This is a very individual preference. I have used various softwares over the years including: 
Interactive Brokers Charts, NinjaTrader, Metatrader, eSignal, and FXCM web trader. Each has had 
their part in the evolution of my trading and I will go over some of the key bonuses and drawbacks 
of each:

Interactive Brokers Charts:
Pro's: Free with interactive broker account, Simple to use, always connected to your account, offers free and 
amazing paper account that mimics your real account, quick to load

Con's: Not customizable, lacking indicator integration, poor chart sizing, changes made to paper account not 
easily transferable, clumsy, not suited for professional trading.



Although I am quite happy to enter in on long hold positions with this integrated charting platform 
with my broker, It lacks the customizations that you need when doing proper chart analysis. This 
combined with a lack of indicators, 1st and 3rd party, make it a good companion to a broker, but not 
a long term solution for a dedicated trader.

NinjaTrader:
Pro's: Third party integration, easy to create custom indicators, very fast chart load times, one time payment, 
very costomizable, extended user based forum, consistent updates

Con's: High one time free (when not used with their own brokerage), 

NinjaTrader is my current platform. After using a number of others including Esignal, and 
Metatrader, I have switched to using Ninjatrader. They offer broker integration, and their own broker 
services. Their charts are held on the user's side, so load times are reduced compared to most 
other charting softwares. Their user based forum has a wealth of information on their software, and 
has a very active user base to answer obscure questions. The indicator coding on their platform is 
easy enough that I have had custom indicators build for me for $150.



MetaTrader 4:
Pro's: Free to view data, centered towards Forex Trading, Large amount of indicators available, 

Con's: Free service is often linked to very high spread costs, chart data can lag with some indicators, lack of 
broker support

MetaTrader 4 is an incredibly popular trading software. It offers free use of it's charting software, 
and combines that with brokerages. These brokerages, instead of charging a per transaction fee, 
extend the spread on each trade, accumulating their "commission". This is the main reason that I do 
not use MT4 currently because it removes the easy calculation of cost per trade, and often their 
spreads are not competitive compared to the larger, more common big brokerages. This is a matter 
of personal preference, and many choose to use MT4 as their primary charting platform.



eSignal:
Pro's: Very customizable, used by many professional traders, twitter integration, many pre loaded indicators, 
many third party indicators, very good chart organization

Con's: High monthly cost, slower chart load data, higher bandwidth use

For years eSignal was my primary charting platform. It offered up great broker connection support 
with a very customizable chart selection. This combined with a very nice user interface was a great 
combination. The reason I moved away from them in the last years was due to slow chart load times 
caused by not keeping chart data user side, and the high monthly/yearly cost. Many professional 
traders use eSignal as their primary charting platform due to it's seamless integration. 



Section 2: Sifting through charts
Bar Relevance:

Bar relevance is a theory that was introduced to my by my trading mentor (a trader who retired in 
his early 30's after years of trading as his sole income). I have heard of it in other areas, but not 
nearly enough for the valuable addition that it is to scanning your charts. 
It is a simple way to visualize, and interpret wide ranging bars and the bars that are before and after 
them.

Example 1;

In the example above you can see one wide ranging bar that encompasses not only prior days, but 
the following days as well. We draw two boxes around this bar to detail this in the example below.



Example 2:

After drawing the box forward from this wide ranging bar, we see that it encompasses the next 3 
days. These three days are the recovery from the wide ranging, high volatility bar. Even though the 
market is still moving within these days, it still has yet to break above or below the one single bar 
previous. In the next example, we will draw the box, surrounding this wide range bar, to encompass 
the bars prior to it.



Example 3:

The range of this bar consumed the ranges of a total of 10 other bars, or days, prior and post. This 
is an extreme example as this was on a news announcement, but this theory can be carried down 
to any bar, on any time frame that encompasses other bars. 
  
Did you notice any other encompassing bars on this chart? Well there are a number of other ones 
even within this box, but since they are within the larger encompassing bar, we will ignore them. 
They are outlined below in example 4. There are also two others that are on this chart outlined 
below in example 4.



Example 4:

Do I really need to outline EVERY encompassing bar?

No, not at all, but this is a fantastic exercise to do until it becomes second nature. After a few weeks 
of outlining these, it will become automatic to see them throughout your charts. It will give you an 
extra advantage over traders who take every bar as one individual object, ignoring the added 
information on the chart. 
 

How exact do I need to be?

This is where the art of trading and the science mix. I keep no hard true rule that if one bar breaks it 
by 1 tick that i will automatically consider this to be a break of the encompassing bar. You have to 
use a bit of your own discretion when drawing these encompassing boxes. 



Quiz 1: Encompassing bars

(answer key at back of pdf)

How many encompassing bars are on this chart?
4
5
6
7
8
9
10



Section 3: Dominant time frames
Below in example 1 are 4 unmarked charts. Each has a different time frame, but are all on the same 
market. Can you tell which is the weekly, daily, hourly, and 15 minute?

Example 1:



Example 2:

You don't have to be worried if you can't tell which markets they were. When I was creating this 
example, I had to make myself a cheat sheet just so I wouldn't forget. This shows how all of the time 
frames can behave similarly. As long as your market has volume, they will trend, re test, and stall. 
These can be outlined clearly.

One difference between the time frames is how they effect one another. The higher time frame will 
be dominant to the lower time frame. This is a key to using multi time frame analysis. If we look at 
the 15m chart in example 2, we see a market that dipped down, but is now showing large amounts 
of strength. This move would not make you look for a short position, but if we pull back into the 60 
and daily charts, this move of strength is overwhelmed by the strong downtrend. If you are using the 
short time frames to pick great entries, or even trade intra day, it can be beneficial to only take 
positions that favor the dominant higher time frame.



Section 4: Identifying Highs and Lows
This is the basis of the Trading Trends In ANY Market course. This theory identifies key points in a 
market's movement, and clearly outlines them. Many common chart patterns, like head and 
shoulders, have similarities, but identifying them allows you to take a more exact analytical stance 
at identifying possible trade .opportunities.  
  
We start by looking at any chart, with proper volume to not have gaps, and identify where the 
market made either peaks or valleys. We are looking for any point where the market had more than 
two bars in a row followed by a break of the low/high. 
  
Remember to consider encompassing bars as "one" since they essentially consume the bars prior 
and post until their high/low is broken. 
  
In example 1 below, I have marked off all encompassing bars.

Example 1:

With this done, we have simplified the chart down to the basic information that we need. We have 
"removed" a lot of the bars that can cause false signals due to the fact that they are contained in the 
volatility of other bars.

Now what we want to do is take all of the highs/lows, and identify them with clear markers. I will be 
placing an arrow for each of these in example 2 below.



Example 2:

You'll notice that at points 1 and 2 on the chart, having the encompassing bars outlined saved us 
from thinking that these points were either highs or lows. 
  
With these highs and lows, we can start to see areas of both support and resistance. Refer to the 
video on trends in the Trading Trends In ANY Market course.



Quiz 2: Identify Highs and Lows

In the chart below, Identify all of the existing highs and lows. I have already outlined the encompassing bars.

You can view the highs and lows in the answer key at the back of this pdf



Answer Key:
Quiz 1: Correct answer 9 encompassing bars



Quiz 2: Highs and lows

You can notice that the last 3 times the market tested the high's while making 2 lower lows before 
breaking down in the market.
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